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Food of the U.S. Open (Part 1)
Edit, Remove

Written by kylestack on 09/02/2010 5:44:46 PM

In the three years I've lived in New York
City, I've discovered that food is a passion
shared by just about everybody, no matter
their income level. When the U.S. Open
comes to Flushing, Queens every late
August/early September, professional tennis
becomes the hot conversational topic.
Imagine the enthusiasm realized when good
food and high-level tennis converge.

The food quality at the Open may be higher
than ever this year, as the South Plaza
Master Chef Cafe makes its debut. It's a
section on the grounds of Flushing
Meadows-Corona Park in which five
nationally renowned chefs will provide special dishes for U.S. Open attendees to enjoy.

To assess the nutritional quality of these dishes, I asked Maye Musk, a registered dietitian in New
York, to examine health advantages and disadvantages of the chef's proposed dishes. I'll display all
five chefs' dishes over several posts but one word from Musk before we begin. She notes that one
meal doesn't make a diet and that there are limitations with mass catering on hot days. Onto the
dishes:

Chef Susan Feniger:
-Carne asada tacos made with grilled jalapeño lime steak, caramelized onion, grilled corn relish,
chipotle salsa and guacamole.
-Yucatan pork tacos made with braised achiote pork, orange jicama slaw, guacamole and pickled
onion.
Both dishes served on soft corn tortillas with red rice and black beans.

Musk: "According to the website, Feniger bases her Mexican meals on light, healthful and
environmentally-friendly cuisine.  Her steak and pork tortillas contain nutritious beans, vegetables,
avocado, herbs, salsas. These meals contain protein, fiber, vitamins, minerals, good fats. Great
choice. There are a lot of ingredients so if the portion is huge, share with a friend."

It's a great idea to increase the quality and variety of food at a sporting event like the U.S. Open. It's
a two-week event attended by a healthy number of folks -- New York residents and tourists -- so it's
important to keep the food choices spread among different ethnicities. Hot weather is a problem for
certain foods, like salads, but there are creative ways to satisfy the appetites of hungry New Yorkers.
It looks like the mission was accomplished with this first menu.
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